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Let r be a proper closed arc of the unit circle T. According to the 
Weierstrass Approximation Theorem, each function continuous on r can be 
approximated uniformly by polynomials in z (= eie). If we require 
additionally that the suprema of the approximating polynomials remain 
uniformly bounded on the open unit disc A, the possibility of approximation 
becomes severely limited. 
THEOREM 1. A function f E C(T) is uniformly approximable (on r> bJ 
polynomials p, satisJving [p,(z)1 <M, z E A, if and only if there exists a 
function g analytic on A, 1 g(z)/ < M, such that 
f(eie) = Ff g(reie), eie E r. 
Remark. It follows easily from the Poisson representation that the 
function g actually extends continuously to A u y, where y is the open arc 
obtained by deleting the endpoints of r, at these endpoints, g may actually 
have a nontrivial cluster set (though, of course, its extension has the 
appropriate one-sided limits there). 
Proof: Suppose first that f is so approximable. Let A, = {z: IzI < r) and 
let D, be the closed convex hull of A, U ZY We claim that the polynomials p,, 
converge uniformly on D, for each r, 0 < r < 1. For this it is sufficient to 
show that the sequence {p,} is uniformly Cauchy on each D,. 
Denote the Poisson kernel for z E A by P,(B). Since log lp,, -p,J is 
subharmonic, we have 
.2n 
1% Ip,(z) -p,(z)1 < 1 log Ipn(eie) -p,(eie)l P@) de 
-0 
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The first integral on the right is clearly bounded by log 2M. For n and m 
large enough, the second integral is bounded by w,.(z) log E,,, where wr is 
the harmonic measure of r and 
E nm = m;x 1 p,(e”) - p,(eie)[ < 1. 
Letting C, = minDr c&z) > 0, we have 
yPllog I&(Z) -Pm(z)lGlog 2M+ c,*og &tInl, 
which tends to --03 as n, m + 00. Thus 
as required. 
Conversely, suppose that g satisfies the conditions of the theorem. Then g 
is continuous, hence uniformly continuous, on the closed set ire”: eie E r, 
0 < r < 1 }. Thus, for r sufficiently close to 1, the function g,(z) = g(rz) 
approximates f(z) closely for z = eie E r. Since g, is analytic on the closed 
unit disc and bounded by M it can be approximated uniformly on the unit 
circle by a polynomial with norm no greater than M. This polynomial 
approximates f on r. 
The first half of the argument given above actually shows that if the p,, 
approximate f uniformly on r and 
.27r 
) log+ lp,(eie)l~~<~, n = 1, 2.... 
.O 
then f has an analytic continuation into the full unit disc. It would be 
interesting to determine how badly unbounded the polynomial approximants 
of a function which does not admit such continuation must be. 
One can ring the changes on Theorem 1 by altering variously the set on 
which one approximates, the sense in which approximation is required to 
hold, and the precise conditions of boundedness. A typical example is 
provided by the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let E c T be a set of positive measure and let q > 1. A 
function f on E is the (pointwise, almost werywhere ) limit of polynomials p,, 
satisjjing (( p,, II4 < M if and only if there exists a function g E Hq. 11 gljq Q M, 
such that 
f (e’“) = g(e”) = F~IJ g(reie) a.a. eiO E E. 
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ProoJ Since 11 p, llg < M, the functions p,, are uniformly bounded on each 
compact subset of LI and hence form a normal family. Thus, a subsequence, 
which we again denote by (p,}, converges uniformly on compacta to a 
function g analytic on 3. Since for each 0 < Y < 1 
) pn(reie)14 d0 
( p,(eiQq de < W, 
it is clear that g E Hq, )I g114 < M. Now by Holder’s inequality, Ijp,,II, < 
(( pn(lq < M, so for some subsequence, which we again denote by { p,), the 
measures p,,(e”) de tend weak * to a measure ,D which satisfies 
1 P= dp = ,lly )’ P,p, dfJ = lim p,(z) 
n-+rr 
=g(z)= (‘PIgdO 
for each z E A. By the uniqueness theorem for the Poisson integral, 
dp = g(eie) de. 
Now since p,, + f a.e. on E, Fatou’s lemma yields 
1’ /fide< lim 1’ jp,(de,<27rM, 
E ,I-+sc 27 
so that f is finite a.e. on E. By EgoroB’s theorem, there exists a sequence of 
sets E, c E,c . . . contained in E such that p, -f uniformly on each E, and 
E\IJE, has measure zero. Fixing k, we have 
\pzgde= lim 
n-cc . 
/PZP.de 
= lim n-tco 
I 
JE pzpnde+ \ 
!i . T\EP 
pzpnde/ 
=-jE P,fdB+ lim 1 p: P, de 
!i n-* . T\Elr 
for all z EA. The uniqueness theorem shows that g(eie) =f(e”) a.e. on E, 
and hence a.e. on E. 
Conversely, suppose g E Hq. The functions g,,(z) = g(( 1 - l/n) z) are 
analytic on the closed disc and satisfy 11 g, II4 < )I g/l,. Approximate each g, 
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uniformly on the closed disc to within l/n by a polynomial p, satisfying 
II Pnllq G II &llq. s ince g,(e@) + g(e”) a.e. on T, we have also p,(eie) + g(eie) 
a.e. 
The argument given above actually shows that the full sequence (p,) 
converges to g uniformly on compact subsets of d. Indeed, each subsequence 
of ( p,} contains a convergent subsequence the boundary values of whose 
limit agree with f a.e. on E, a set of positive measure. Thus any two such 
limits must be identical. Actually, the first half of the proof of Theorem 1 
can be adapted to give a proof of the corresponding part of Theorem 2: and. 
conversely, it is evident that the argument used in Theorem 2 applies equally 
well to Theorem 1. 
In case the boundedness hypothesis is strengthened to require that the I’ 
norms of the approximating polynomials remain uniformly bounded, the 
possibility of nontrivial approximation evaporates completely: the only 
functions so approximable are (restrictions of) absolutely convergent Taylor 
series. While this follows fairly routinely from some general functional 
analysis, it is just as easy to give a direct proof. 
Indeed, let p,(z j = Ck ak(n) zk and suppose that C/, ]ak(n)] <M for 
n = 1. 2,.... Since p,(z) converges uniformly to g(z) = x akzk on a 
neighborhood of 0, we have, for each k, ak(n) + ak as n + co. We claim that 
Ck lakl GM. Otherwise, there exists N such that x,‘:, Ia,1 > M. Choosing 
unimodular constants ck (0 ,< k < N) so that akck = / ak 1, we have 
= ” lakl > kf, 
k=O 
a contradiction. 
The knowledgeable reader will recognize the close connection between the 
results discussed above and the Khintchine-Ostrowski theorem: a uniformly 
bounded sequence of functions analytic on A which converges on a subset E 
of T having positive measure converges uniformly on compact subsets of A; 
cf. [l-4]. 
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